
TrendGuru AI

High Profit 
Trading Signals



TECHNOLOGY

Our artificial intelligence technology is designed specifically to generate 
profits in the financial markets. The technology is based only on pure 
mathematics and the latest developments in the field of self-learning 
systems. A huge amount of historical data has been used to test the 
system, and it performs perfectly in real time.

EXPERIENCE

The development is handled by a multidisciplinary team with exceptional 
technical expertise and rigorous risk management practices. Our team 
includes the best programmers, mathematicians and economists. With 
an average experience level of 15 years or more among our experts in their 
field, you can achieve high profitability without excessive risk, even in 
highly volatile markets.

STRATEGY

Our strategy gives high profitability not only in growing but also in falling 
markets. The system analyzes and gives signals for dozens of instruments 
for maximum risk diversification. Risk management meets the highest 
industry standards. With the technology, you can have the best analysts, 
programmers, and risk managers working for you. All you have to do is to 
follow the advice and get income. This is the best way to trade the 
markets.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 2
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PERFORMANCE
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Distribution of Monthly Performance*

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUNE JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC TOTAL

2020 +3,38% +31,95% +24,26% +10,83% +5,08% +32,66% +11.5% +28,6% +14% +3,35% +13,5% +5,7% +415,5%

2021 +17,1% +58,9% +63,1 +45,7% -0,02 +3.81% +8,53% +7,2% +10,48% +489,89%

September +10,48 %

Since Inception (December 2015) TrendGuru AI Gold Crypto Total* S&P 500

Sum of Returns +1 365 031% +66,06% +26 048% +90,18%

Last Month (September 2021) +10,48% -3,44% -7% -4,9%

Last 6 Month Gains +94,37% +2,77% +6,31% +18,69%

Last 12 Month Gains +631,4% +19,3% +377,77% +34,70%

Max Drawdown Since Inception -30,75% -70,26% -87,87% -57,05%

Average Yearly Gains Since Inception +846,5% +10,69% +643,12% +13,65%

Total Trades Since Inception 4034 - - -

Profit Trades Since Inception 2740 / 67,9% - - -

Trades Per Month Average 128 - - -

Average Deal Duration 8,78 Days - - -

Average Deal Profit +8,74% - - -

TrendGuru AI Metrics*

TrendGuru AI

Year to Date +489,89 %

*Based on last 6 month performance
*Crypto Total Market Cap Index, $. Calculated by Tradingview



Our strategy was built based on the many years of experience of 
the world's best hedge fund managers. Thanks to our 
technology, this experience is now available to you. With our 
signals, you can take advantage of any market condition and get 
high returns. Artificial intelligence offers the best solutions 
without you having to guess or be nervous.

The trading strategy can have simultaneously long and short 
positions in different assets on the spot or futures markets. The 
model is based on probability theory, technical analysis, cycles
theory and the law of large numbers. All signals are 
mathematically and statistically valid. The presence of such 
signals for you will be equivalent to 25-30 years of experience in 
trading in the financial markets.

The cryptocurrency market is without a doubt the most 
promising market for many years to come. Using the capabilities 
of our artificial intelligence, you can take advantage of all the 
benefits of the crypto market. High volatility will no longer be a 
problem for you, and will be an advantage. The artificial 
intelligence system has been developed over the course of five 
years and has shown amazing results.

HIGH PROFIT

TRADING STRATEGY 4

LOW RISK

LONG & SHORT
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STRATEGY DESCRIPTION 5

01 02 03

Got BUY/SELL signal 
from TrendGuru AI bot

Make an order at 
your exchange. 
Be sure to set 

stop loss strictly 
as in the signal

Wait for the next 
BUY/SELL or 

STOP signal from 
the bot. Move 
stop loss every 

time according to 
the bot's 

instructions
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If you are in a 
LONG position, 
close it on the 
opposite SELL 
signal and go 

SHORT with new 
stop loss as in the 

signal

06

If you are in a 
SHORT position, 

close it on the 
opposite BUY 
signal and go 

LONG with new 
stop loss as in the 

signal

Opposite signal is
also your take 

profit. Use it. And 
never cancel your 

stop loss if you 
are in position.
Follow these 

instructions and 
you will make 
huge profits.



FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 6

Just do what our artificial intelligence tells you to do. You
get profit from trading a huge number of instruments in the
cryptocurrency market. We buy when the market rises and
sell short when the market is weak. Thus, you can get
profitability in any market conditions. And remember -
artificial intelligence is smarter and more reliable than any
human. Especially in combination with institutional grade
risk management system and procedures.

WHAT IS THE STRATEGY IMPLEMENTATION?

Our strategy is all about harnessing the main attributes of
crypto market returns. We did our best to make
cryptocurrency trading not a difficult test, but profitable and
stable business. As such, we providing a smart passive
income vehicle and an effective portfolio diversifier. All
members of our team manage their capital using our
system. There is no doubt it, so you can be confident of it as
well.

CAN YOU SUMMARISE WHY I SHOULD 
CONSIDER THE TRENDGURU AI SIGNALS?

As part of a healthy diversified portfolio, you should do
exactly that! Our technology is not designed to compete or
outperform Bitcoin. It is ,by design, a low-risk source of
absolute returns. If you just hold Bitcoin, then your capital
grows and falls with it. Waking up one morning, you can see
that your capital has decreased by 50% - 70%. This is
unacceptable if you want to control your capital. Our bot will
allow you to avoid such troubles and sleep peacefully.

WHY NOT JUST BUY AND HODL BITCOIN, 
FOR HIGHER RETURNS?

We use proven methods of technical analysis, main
theorems of probability theory, cyclical patterns and
behavioral economics models. All this, combined with a
huge set of technical indicators, allows our artificial
intelligence to make high-quality decisions. Of course, 100%
signal accuracy is not achievable, but the accuracy of our
signals is sufficient to achieve amazing results in the market.

BASED ON WHAT ARE YOUR SIGNALS 
FORMED?
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KEY BENEFITS 7

+979000% total profit since inception.
+ 846,5% average yearly gains.
92% profitable months.

HUGE PROFIT

-30,75% maximum drawdown for all
time. Safer than gold. Safer than
S&P500. Safer even than real estate.

LOW RISK

Dozens of liquid trading pairs,
selected by technical and
fundamental indicators.

PERFECT DIVERSIFICATION

Is the market strong? Great, we are
trading upward. Is the market weak?
Great, we are trading downward.

ANY MARKET CONDITIONS

20 years of experience on average.

INCREDIBLY EXPERIENCED 
TEAM

Without a doubt, cryptocurrencies
are the most promising asset class
for many years to come.

MOST PROMISING MARKET

You can do what you love and at the
same time take advantage of the
opportunities offered by investing.

HIGH PASSIVE INCOME

The ease of use will pleasantly
surprise you. Simple instructions,
simple steps.

SIMPLE AND CLEAR

Institutional grade risk management
system and procedures stress-tested
on a daily basis.

RELIABLE AND SAFE

The system proves its effectiveness
month by month, year by year. Long-
term efficiency is our main goal.

TIME - TESTED

Our entire team manages their
assets in the same way as any of our
clients. The skin is in the game.

PROVEN PROFITABILITY

The system undergoes training on all
available historical data. Tested
hundreds of times on random data.

BACK - TESTED

Stress tested in the most difficult and
dangerous market conditions.
TrendGuru AI is ready for any event.

STRESS - TESTED

Artificial intelligence is guaranteed to
be the future of the financial system.
We are ready. Now you are ready too.

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY

THOUSANDS OF SATISFIED 
CUSTOMERS AROUND THE 
WORLD
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Telegram:

@TrendGuruBot

@TrendGuruAI

@TrendGuruSupport

Web:

TrendGuru.ai

AFFILIATE PROGRAM
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TrendGuru AI

PARTNERSHIP OFFER:

TrendGuru AI is a long-term international project. We are constantly improving the 
quality of our signals and expanding our audience around the world. Whether you are an 
opinion leader, have experience in marketing or promotion of projects, or simply enjoy 
recommending your friends to us, we will be happy to offer you a long-term mutually 
beneficial partnership.

The crypto market is capturing a new audience every day and we are a part of this trend. 
Let's make money together. We offer a very high quality product, and you help us with 
the promotion. Especially for convenience and financial motivation, we are introducing an 
affiliate program. We will be happy to share some of our profits with you. Refer us to other 
people, and we will pay you. Spread the word through your invite code.

If you bring us a new client, you will get 10% of his subscription payments to your balance. 
You can make  withdrawal when total amount on your balance become more than $100 
or you can spend it on your monthly subscription.

With these conditions, you will be able to generate excellent income from trading signals 
as well as from the promoting our project. The income will be stable and long-term. 
Welcome to the team!

OUR LINKS:

https://t.me/TrendGuruBot
https://t.me/TrendGuruAI
https://t.me/TrendGuruSupport
http://trendguru.ai/

